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Please enter ;'our Ha!! Tiek-et Nunsber on Page L of this qr:estion neDer
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Read carefully the following instructions:

1. This Question paper has two Sections: Section A and Section B
2. Section A consists of 25 objective type questions of one mark each.

There is negative marking of 0.33 mark for every wrong answer.
The marks obtained by the candidate in this Seciion will be used for resolving
the tie cases.

3. Section B consists of 50 objective type questions of one mark each.
There is no negative marking in this Section.

4. Answers are to be marked on the OMR answer sheet following the instructions
provided there upon. An example is shown below

roo I @O@
Only Scientific Calculators are permitted. Mobile phone based calculatorr are
not permitted. Logarithmic tables are not allowed.

Hand over the OMR sheet at the end of the examination.

This book contains 22 pages
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III. Values of physical constants:
c- 3 x 108 mls; h- 6.63 x 10-34
P-. - 1.6 x 10-1e C; lro : 4n x 10-7

J.s; k6- 1.3E x 10-23 J lK
Henry l*; €o : 8.85 x 10-12 Farad lm
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1. The eigenvalues of the matrix A55

t)
axe

A' 1, -1

B' 1, 1

c. 55, -55

D' 0,0

2. The general solution of the second order differential equation

SECTIOI{ T A

4r2#*a- o

where

,\-(l

a

1S

A. ,fr (rt + c2logr)

3.

B. tfr (tt + czr) -

C' ,ft (tt + cze")

D. ctfr*cz+\/r

rr A- (l l) ,then det

A. e5-e2

B. e4

C. e5

D. e6-e

The value of exp[i(- h- d

A. sin O - i,(h . d) cos @

B. cos O - i(frt . 6) sin /
C. cos Q + sin ,f

D. cos2 O-sin2,f

eA is

)OJ, where fi, is the unit vector and d is the Pauli matrix is4.
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5. If lth > and hhz > are the eigenvectors of / and B corresponding to eigenvalues
lr and .\2 respectively then lt/r > -ldz > is

A. eigenvector of A * B corresponding to the eigenvalue .\r * ,\2.

B. eigenvector of A * B corresponding to the eigenvalue )r - ,Iz.

C. eigenvector of .4 * B corresponding to the eigenralue lA1 - Azl.

D. in general not an eigenvector of A+ B

6. If ,+ : L, L iLn and Ra : X + iY , the commutator [.La, ft*] is

A. I2hz
B. +2ihz
c. +hL"

D. +ihLv

7. A spin *| Rarticle with magnetic moment rt : p,E and spin-f : tffio, where o;
are the Pauli matrices, is placed in a constant magnetic fietd B pointing along the
c-axis. The interaction Hamiltonian of the system is

6 -P,Bh 
(t o \A' - , \o -L)-

B. _@0 1\
2 \r0)

c -@(o 1\
2 \-1 0)

D _@(! o\rr -z \oL)
8. Which of the following statements is true for the following systems (i) spring-mass

system, (ii) simple pendulum and (iii) sun-planet system

A. (i) and (ii) are oramples of harmonic oscillators.

B. all three systems are examples of harmonic oscillators.

C. (i) and (iii) are examples of harmonic oscillators.

D. only (i) is an example of a harmonic oscillator.

+1t'4"
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't : AV rwhere,4:

This transformation represents a rotation of

A. 30" clockwise about the aa>ris.

B" 30o counter-clockwise about the x-axis.

C. 60o counter-clockwise about the y-a:<is.

D. 60" counter-clockwise about the x-a:cis.

10. Atr observer (A) i" the Cartesian frame of reference sees & particle of mass m moving

with a constant velocity. If a second observer (B) is in a frarne which rotates with
a constant angular velocity with respect to the first observer, which of the following

statements is correct?

A. B will say that force is exerted on the particle.

B. B will say that no forces are exerted on the particle.

C. B will say that the particle will always experience a positive acceleration.

D. B will say that the particle will always experience a negative acceleration.

11. The optical branch (q : 0) of lattice vibrations predicted by analyzing the diatomic

linear chain of '*' a,nd '-' ions arises from a coupling of

A. the elastic vibrations and an elastic field.

B. motion of ions in-phase to an oscillating electric field.

C. out-of-phase motion of ions to an oscillating electric field.

D. out-of-phase motion of ions to an elastic field.

12. The selection rule that governs the process of optical absorption in an indirect band

gap material such as silicon is, (where E, is the band gap, K" is the wave vector

corresponding to the minimum energy gap; Kp,oton &trd Kphonon are photon and

phonon wave',rectors, respectively)

A' Kpn*"" : K"*Kphoooo, hu: Ec+hfl
B. Kpbtoo : K., fut: Ee

C. Kphotor, 1K"rfu<En
D. Kphotor,)K"rfu>En

(LrT)
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L4.

15.

16.

A.

B.

C.

D.
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Consider a closed path of radius a in the z :0 plane in a magnetic field E : Boee6'.
The electric field intensity .E at any point at a distance r is

A. E: -*bB"ehrd6
B. E : bBoeurdo

C. E: -bBoehraz
D. ft: -f,bBoewd6

For an alternating electric field .d - Eoeoswt-within a good conductor of con-
ductivity o, with respect to the electric field E the phase relationship between

the displacement current H *Othe conduction current ,Iy is described by the

statement that

X leads by nlland Jyis in phase.

Tlags by nf|and Jyis in phase.

0D. .

T, is in phase and Jy leads by rf2.

aD. .

E is in phase and Jy lags by n12.

An electromagnetic wave (.E) is incident from a medium of refractive index n1 at
the boundary with another medium of refractive inderr n2. The critical angle (dd")

and the Brewster angle (d6), when ^E is polarized parallel to plane of incidence,
are equal when

A. TL7 : Ttrz

B. n1) n2

C. n11n2

D. n1K.n2

The radiation from Sun subtends an angle of 18 mrad at the earth at a wavelength
of 0.5 pm. If it is required to measure the spatial coherence condition for radiation
from the Sun; then the slit separation required to observe Young's interference
fringes using the Sun as a source is

A. L4 p,m

B.7pm
C. 28 p,m

D. L.4 p,m
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L7,

18,

19.

7

Consider an isolated system of .f[ identical non-interacting particles each of mass
rn, confined to a volume V with a total energy E. lf.m increa,ses, then the entropy
of the system

A. .increases. :-_,
B. decreases.

C. remains constant.

D. increases initially and eventually decreases.

If the temperature and molar volume of one mole of an ideal gas is changed from
Tr,Vr. to 72,V2, the change in entropy, A,S, is

A. A,S: Rln(V2/fi)

B. A,5: C"In(T2lT)

C. A^9: C,ln(T2fT1) + RLn(V2lVl

D. A,S: C,ln(V2lV1) - Rln(T2lT)

A paramagnetic systern consists of N classical magnetic dipoles. Each dipole carries
a magnetic moment p. If the system is exposed to a uniform magnetic field H, at
a finite temperature ?, then the average magnetization < M ), of the system is

A. < M >- Np,lcoth(p,HlkaT) - @srlpH)l
B. <M >- Ny,Itar,Jr,(pHlkBr)l

C. < M > - N p,ltailh(pH lkBr) - j'HlkBr)l
D. < M > * Ny,lcorh(p,H lkaT) - (p,H lksT)l

20. The strangeness quantum number is conserved in

A. Strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions.

B. Weak and electromagnetic interactions only.

C. Strong and weak interactions only.

D. Strong and electromagnetic interactions only.

21. In the a decay process, the speed ofthe daughter nucleus up is related to the speed

of the o particle by (M" and Mp are the corresponding masses)

A. up:
B. up:
C. uD:

D. up:

ua

(M"lMn)uo

(ffi) ,,
(MnlM")oo
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22. lf. the non-inverting terminal of an opamp is held at ground potential, then the
inverting terminal is referred to as the virtual ground because

A. the current drawn by this terminal is very large.

B. no voltage can be applied at this terminal as it will act a short.

C. the polarity of the input waveform is inverted

D. the current drawn by this terminal is very small.

23. The number of input combinatioas and the number of ones in the truth table for
the orpression ABC + ABC + AB0 are respectively,

A' 1,3

B' 2,6

C' 8,3

D. 9,5

24. Ifan equation of the tor* ff: f @) has to be solved numerically, then the most
appropriate method is

A. Newton-Ra,phgonmethod

B. Secant method

C. Euler's method.

D. Method of bisection.

25. A voltmeter that can read from 0 to 150 V is guaranteed to have an accuracy of
LYo on the full-scale reading. If the voltage measured by this instrument is 45 V,
then the limiting error in percentage at this vaJue is

A. 3.3Yo

B. tTo

c. 0.03%

D. 0.3%
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SECTION B

26. If A is a3 x 3 matrixwithdet[A] :5 then det[2Al is

A.5
B. 10

c. 20

D. 40

27. Which one of the followingis not a periodic function of 0

A. 2sin0 + 3sin(O + r12)

B. 2sin0 +3sin(n|12)

C. ]sin? + 3sin(O)

D. 2sin0+fsin(30)

28. The value of the contour integral

fdz
1"4*sy'

where c denotes tie unit circle lzl : 1 traversed in the counter-clockwise direction

is

A.0
B. Zni

C. 2nil3

D. -Ztri,19

29. The residue of * at z: L ts
(z-L)(22-52+4)

A. zero

B. -L16
c. -Lle
D. -u25

30. The inverse Laplace transform of the function F(p) : ffi *

A. cosa.rt

B. sina;t

C. sinhot

D. coshr.rf
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31. The vector d : (n + 3y)i+ (y - zz)j + (r + az)i;is solenoidal when o =

D-61

A. -1
B. -2
c. -3
D. -4

32. If u(x,y) : r+*(s2 -92) is the real part of an analytic function f (z) ot the complex
va^riable z : r * iy, then the imaginary part of /(z) is

A. y(t + r)
B. ny

C.y
D. a2 -12

33. The value of ti^" = € i,
a_+t ylX _ L

A. 1

8.0
c.2 -

D.3

34. A system of two electrons in a singlet state is described by an effective Hamiltonian
H : A(sv+ s2z) * Bs1 .s2 where s1 and 52 are the two spins, s1, &nd s2, are their
z-components, and A and B arc constants. The energy level of this Ha^rniltonian is

A. hA+ @2814)

B. rf a1+

c. -hA+ @2814)

D -Xo'"
35. Let f and f denote the position and momentum operators obeying the commutation

relation 1i,01 : ih. and let lr > denote the eigenstate of i corresponding to the
eigenvalue c, then the state

l'b >: uiaoilhln )
is an eigenstate of

A. f corresponding to the eigenvalte r * rs
B. f corresponding to the eigenvalu€ fi - o6

C. i mrresponding to the eigenvalu€ Dos

D. f .corresponding to the eigenvalue rf rs
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36,

37.

38.

11

The enerry difference between the states i : I+Land j - t- | due to the spin-orbit

interaction IIr x i.^9 is

t2
A. utzt + r)

B. nzQt + t)

c. h2t

D. hzt.s

The eigenfunction r!(n) ot the Schr<idinger equation for a particie of mass rn in an

infinite square well potential

V(r\ -0 0< n<0,\/
:oo otherwise

as shown below

EF)

corresponds to the energy eigenvalue

A. 9rzh2 f 2ma2

B. L6r2h2 f zmaz

C. 4n2h,2 f Zmaz

D. 8r2h2 f 2ma2

The Hamiltonian

r{ - #+Ir(r)
commutes

A. only with L,

B. with L* and La but not with

C. with L, but not with L* and

D. with'L*,L0, and Lr.

where :

L,

Ly

12+a2+22
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39.

40.

rhe Lagrangian L-T (r-.#)' *m,,'fr#rdescribes a

A. particle moving in a harmonic potential.

B. free particle.

C. particle moving in a rotation frame.

D. particle moving in a linear potential.

For a systein described by the Lagrangian

L- *{,9#),(r'+a'yz * r'), ae n
tat & I /r\d/ | L, v | 

^

which one of the following statements is correct

A. Total energy and total angular momentum are conserved.

B. Total energy and angular momentum about gra:ris are conserved.

C. Total enerry and linear momentum about y-a><is are conserved.

D. Total energy and angular momentum about s-arcis and z-a:<is are conserved

41. The Lagrangian (.t) for a system whose Hamiltonian is

u -- {*"-'b +v(r)

is

A. L: rn(+\' e-'/" +v(r)
\dt /

B. L: m(*\' e'/" -v(n)\dt /
c. L: m(#)' e'/'+v(r)

D. L=m(+\'e-'t"-v(s)
\dt/ \ '

42. Which of the following statements is the most appropriate for the moment of inertia
tensor of a rotating rigid body givBn in terms of a diagonal matrix.

A. The body is rotating about an arbitrary a:cis which is not a principal a:cis.

B. The body is rotating about an arbitrary axis which is a symmetry axis.

C. The body is an example of a symmetrical top.

D. The body is an e:<ample of a spherical top.
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43. For a pa,rticle of mass rn moving under the influence of a central force, lL,,ILs, P"ll+
[Ly,lPr,.L"]l (where L,, Lu are the components of angular momentum and P, is the
component of the linear momentum of the particle) is equal to

A. Zero always.

B. Need not be zero always.

C. Never zero.

D. With the given information, no definite statement can be made.

44. The collision time and root mean square velocity of an electron at room temperature
are 2.5 x 10-14 seconds and 5 x 105 m/sec., respectively. The classical value of the
mean free path of the electron is

A. 12.5 nm

B. 5nm

C. 0.25 nm

D. 2xL01em

45. Given that the structure factor for a fcc lattice is

S(hkI): /{1+ exp[-izr(k +,)] + exp[-izr(h + t)] * exp[-ir(h + k)]] ,

where / is the atomic structure factor, which of the following set of Bragg reflections
will not occur in the diffraction pattern of such a lattice

A. (1r1), (2oo), (220)

B. (311), (420), (440)

c. (1oo), (210), (321)

D. (222), (4oo), (333)

46. If in two metallic systems the density of states at the Fermi level at a temperature
as low as 1 K is in the ratio 1:2, the electronic contribution to the specific heat at
?: lK for the two systems will be in the ratio

A. l:4
B. l.:8

C. 2:L

D. l:2
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In the Einstein model, the heat capacity

having the same resonance frequency trr, is

D-6L

of N oscillators in one dimension, all47.

A. cu:Nlca(y*)'

B cu- Nka(y*)'\w)
(Y.)

D cu- Nkn({r) 
-'

C. Cu - Nkn w)@

etu/lysr

(er*lnsr - 1),

"-ht;/keT
(er*lnsr - L),

1

lksr - L),

ufu/ksT

knT) @rw/n"r -L)2

48. If the partition function for a classical onedimensional system is

where p is

Z-II
the momentum, then

dpdr enpl- E(p, r) lknTJ,

the average energy of the sYstem is

A. 1fi7-O"r#
B. < E >- teaf to€z

c. <E>-narzff3

D. .-f;2_ .L rykaTz dT

4g. The displacement current of a good conductor is given by tle ratio of displacement

current density @DlAt) to conduction current density (Jy). For an alternating

electric field E"cosc,rt within a good conductor of conductivity a - 10] mhos/m

and relative permittivit| Er = 1, the displacement current ( in C/m2/sec') at

optical frequency ("f : 1015 Hz) is

A. 5.56 x 10-B

B. 7.5 x l0-2

C. 4.8 x 10-5

D. 6.7 x 10-a
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50. If a hollow spherical shell carries a charge density p: k/rz in the reglgn a 1 r 1b
(where o and b are the inner and outer radius of the shell, respectively), then the

electric field in the region a < r < b is

A !l,*\'A' 
tt\ 12 )'

B LI'
eo r"

c L(!-a\ ^."r.F/r
D +(T-o\",o \T )'

51. The magnetic field corresponding to a vector potential

A:!P * r+ 4"-
2Ti

where F is a constant v@tor, is

A.F
B. _F

c F+9
14

D. F-prf
b2. The electric field in an electromagnetic wave is described by the relation

E(i,t) : (fi81 + dz4z)exPi(f i - wt)

where e-1 and d2 arctwo mutually orthogonal unit vectors perpendicular to E- U nt
and Ez axe any two complex numbers then the wave is likely to be

A. Plane Polarized

B. ElliPticallY Polarized'

C. Right circularlY Polarized'

D. Left circularlY Polarized'
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53.
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If a sphere with a magnetic moment p and moment of inertia -I about its centre is
placed in a uniform magnetic field B, then the time period of small oscillations of
the dipole is

A. I /pB
2n1ffi
211ffi
\ffi

54. A hemispherical earth plate with its flat surface parallel to the earth's surface is
buried into the earth with its surface (as shown in the figure below). If the current
(/) passing through the earth plate is 1A, then the voltage that may be applied to
a person at a minimum distance of ro:2m fuom the centre of the plate is (gt*o
that the length of a step of the person is l : 0.5 m and the conductivity of earth is
?: 10-2S/m

A, 1.59 V

B. 2.7 V

c. 3.19 v
D. 5.4 V

55. The heat capacity at constant volume of a canonical ensemble with average enerry
< E >, Cu: (0 < E > lilT)w,r, is related to the mean-square fluctuation in the
enerry, < @- ( E ))2 ), N

A. Co: lcaT < (E- < E >)' >
B. C,=1(E- < E >)'> lknT
C. Ca:1(E-<E>)'>/kap
D. C, :2 < (E- < E >)' > lkaT

The average energy of a quantum mechanical simple harmonic oscillator of fr+
quency ar at temperature ? is

^ 1- huA. ,fiu+W

B.

C.

D.

56.

B. ***
t-

lth)

e-hulkBr + L

C.
1- hh)

ttw-w
1- hh)

,tu-wD.
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57. Atoms in a monatomic gas have two internal
degeneracy g and a non-degenerate excited state
state. The specific heat at constant volume, Co,

A. C,: Ez e0lkaT

kaT2(1 + gev/n"')'

gUz 
"E/haT

kaT2(1 + gev/rr"')'

g sElknr

L7

energy levels: a ground state of
at an energy "B above the ground
for this gas is

B. Co:f,n" *

C. Cu:

D. C,:

(1 + geolrcnr)z

gUz eEikBT

kaT2(1 + gev/ka')'

58. A system consisting of particles obeys Boltzmann statistics. If the enerry of a
particle is E(z) : az2, where z is the particle momentum that can take all values
from -oo to *oo, the average energy per particle, .E for such a system is

59. If € :< rz3 ) denotes the average number of Fermions in the quantum state of
energy Ep at temperature ?, chemical potential ;r and 02 :< nl > - 1 flp )2,
then the relative fluctuations grven by o/{ is

{-1

60. If the p and w rnesons deca;r as

the G-parity of p and k/ will be

A. +1 +1

B. +1 -1

C. -1 +1

D. -1 -1

p -| 2rr and crr -> 3zr via strong interaction, then

A. E * tnur
B. E-knT
c. E: tnrr
D. E - tn"f

IT
Vel
t-

Ve+1
1

A.

B.

C.

D.a
,/t
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61. The Higgs boson is responsible for providing masses to the elementary partieles by
coupling to them. The relation that the coupling strengths of Higgs electrons (9,),
Higgs-muons (9p) and Higgs-up quarks (g") satisfy is

A. g.l gp l gu

B. g.2 gp7 gu

C' ge=gp1gu
D. ge: gp: gu

62. The ratio of average nuclear radii of 8Be and 27Al nuclei is

A. 3:2

B. 2:3

C. 1:1

D. 4:9

63. If the charge distribution of some nucleus has the form

P(r):Po, r<R
- :0, r>R

where .R is its average nuclear radius, then the form factor, F(g), is (where g is the
momentum transfer)

A.  trp"(sinqL- gBcosqR)

B. Atrpo(cosqR- qRsinqR)

c. ffA*nn - qnsinqn)

D. %1"inqr-- sncossR)
f \ 3

64. The quadrupole moment of a nucleus mea.sures

A. The deformation of the charge density distribution.

B. The number of nucleous.

C. The spin of nucleons.

D. The orbital angular momentum of the nucleus.

65. The process n + p * e- is wrong because,

A. charge is not conserved.

B. parity is not conserved.

C. angular momentum is not conserved.

D. Baryon number is not conserved.
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66.

19

In the circuit Srve:r below, if the open loop gain is 2 x 105, then the percentage error
in magnitude of the closed loop gain relative to the ideal ralue, when &/Rt : L00,
is

-0.05%

-a.57

+0.05%

a%

67. The minimum number of gates required to implement the Boolean expr
XY + X(X + Z) +Y(X * 1) after simplificarion is

A. 1

8.2
c.4
D.5 

_

68' If the transistor in the circuit given below acts as a constant emitter current source
for an amplifier stage, then the current Io, across the resistor Rr is

I

t
ession

A.

B.

C.

D.

r.l
RzVnn

h(Rz+ ftg)

Vnn

&
RzVn

Rr{Rza Rr)
RzVan

Rt(Rra fta)

69. If the diode current of. a p - n junction diode has to be doubled, then the diode
voltage, vp has to be increased by (assume threshold voltage vy - 2b mV and
the diode is operating in the region where VplnVT ) L where n is the ideality
factor=1)

A. 25.0 mV

B. 34.7 mY

C. 50 mV

D. 17.3 mV \

A.

B.

C.

D.
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70. Consider a laser with 20 gigawatts pov/er and a beam dia'meter of 2 mm' The peak

values of the electric field E' and magnetic field Bo are:

A. Eo:2.2 x 10e V/m and Bo=7'3 Tesla

B. Eo: L.2 x 10? V/m and Bo : 1'6 Tesla

C. Eo : 3.6 x 105 V/m and B" :0'7 Tesla

D' Eo -- 7 '4 x 108 v/m and Bo: 3'7 Tesla

21. Consider a sandwich of three polarizers wherein the first and third polarizers are

crossed and the middle polarizer makes an angle d with the a:<is of the first polarizer'

!r -.:,..-,.=,r---!-, --^loizar liat-+ nf inrpnsitv I- is incident on this polarizer sandwich,
lI cltuulrfrJ PrAorELu $6uu v^ 'uvv'*'vJ -u :-

the outPut intensitY is

A. Ioeosz g

B. .[o cos2 0 srnz 0

c. *r,*'o sinz o

D. 2locosz 0sinz 0

72. Thelowest kinetic energy required for the neutrons to excite molecular rotation in- 
" 
*"r*"i" "i;;;";;#; iuooa lensth of oxygen molecules is t'2 A)

A. 3.6 x 10-a eV

B. 3.6 x 10-2 eV

C. 3.6 x 10-o eV

D. 7.2 x L0-a eV

73. consider the spectral line corresponding to a J - 1 -+ J: 0 transition which is

split into threecomponent spectrat lines separated by 0.'0016 A in a magnetic field

of 1000 gauss. If th; zero-field spectral line is at 1849 A, the g-factor of the J : I
state is

A. 1

8.2
c. 0.5

D. 1.5
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74. The following 10 readings were obtained in an experiment to measure resistance
in O. 100.1, 100.2, 100.3, 100.1, 100.4, 100.2, 100.3, 100.4, 100.1 a,nd 100.1. The
probable error in measurement is

A. 0.4 0
B. 0.2 ft
c. 0.8 CI

D. 0.08 rl

75. Three methods are arailable to numerically solve a polynomial /(c) :
convergence relations (l)le"*tl : M(?^, (2)le"+rl : Mz€n and (3)le"+rl
where a: 1.618.

The order in which they converge, from slowest to fastest, would be

A. methods 1, 2 and 3

B. methods 2,3 and 1

C. methods 1,3 and 2

D. methods 3, 2 and 1

0, with: Mrfr
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